
Virtual Meeting Logistics:
• The meeting will be recorded.
• Please use the meeting mute function unless speaking.  
• For questions of clarification on the material as it is being presented, 

you may interrupt the speaker or post your question in the meeting 
chat.  Hold other questions until the end.
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Game # 1

Date: 6/14/16 

Played at: Moreland Sports Complex 

Host League: Moreland 

Reported by: Geoff Chuang

Score by Innings: 1.2.3.4.5.6.7..R.H.E 

Briarwood Pirates: 0.0.0.0.3.4…. 7.6.2

Metro Yankees: 0.0.2.1.5.X… 8.10.1

Metro Yankees Pitching Staff: 

Rashaun Bowden_# of Pitches 70, Hits allowed _1_, K's_6_

Griff Orr_ # of Pitches 33, Hits allowed _2_, K's_1_ 

Mihir Borkar_# of Pitches 22, Hits allowed _3_, K's_2_

Briarwood Pirates Pitching Staff: 

Izzak Gonzalez_# of Pitches 83, Hits allowed _8_, K's_5_ 

Ozzy Cadena_# of Pitches 28, Hits allowed _2_, K's_1_

Doubles: (B) Izzak Gonzalez, (M) Samik Singh, Brennan Kelly, Lougan Meyer

Triples: (B) Noel Ramirez 

Home Runs: (M) Lougan Meyer

Leading Hitters: 

(B) Noel Ramirez, 1-3, 3B, BB, R, 4 RBI. Izzak Gonzalez, 1-4, 2B, 2 RBI.

(M) Brennan Kelly, 3-4, 2B, R, RBI. Lougan Meyer 2-3, 2B, HR, R, 2 RBI. 

Game Highlights: 

Game 1 of the D44 Majors TOC kept fans on the edge of their seats. It started as a pitching duel between Metro Yankee’s Rashaun Bowden and Briarwood 

Pirates’s Izzak Gonzalez. Bowden pitched 4 shutout innings, racking up 6 K’s before leaving in the 5th due to pitch count. Gonzalez matched Bowden with two 

scoreless innings of his own, going 5+ innings and getting 5 K’s in the process. Metro’s catcher, Samik Singh played a big part in keeping Briarwood scoreless in 

the 2nd inning with his hustling after two wild pitches and making great throws to Bowden covering home, resulting in two Briarwood base runners getting 

thrown out trying to score.

Metro finally broke the shutout in the 3rd inning when Brennan Kelly singled, and eventually scored on a Mihir Borkar single. Griff Orr who reached on a 

fielder’s choice scored later in the inning when Lougan Meyer reached on an error. Metro led 2-0 after 3 innings. In the 4th inning, Metro tacked on another run 

when Samik Singh and Kelly hit back-to-back doubles with two outs. Metro led 3-0 after 4 innings.

Briarwood rallied in the top of the 5th to tie the score at 3-3. Deuce Meszaros led off the inning with a walk, and James Tedrow legged out a bunt single. After a 

Jaden Baddo flyout to right, and Alan Ramirez getting hit-by-pitch to load the bases, Noel Ramirez hit a fielder’s choice to knock in Meszaros. Then, Gonzalez 

hit a clutch 2-out, 2-run double, scoring Tedrow, and Ramirez. However, in the home half of the 5th, Metro came right back when Borkar led of the inning with a 

walk, and Meyer broke the tie with a HR to deep left center. The inning continued with Robert Cooper and Matt Cosentino both getting walked, then getting 

moved over by a sac bunt from Anton Nagahashi. This set up an opportunity for Singh, who delivered with a 2-run single scoring Cooper and Cosentino. After 5 

innings, Metro had a seemingly commanding 8-3 lead with 3 more outs needed to advance. 

But Briarwood would not quit. Andrew Palacios led off the top of the 6th with a walk, Ozzy Cadena was hit-by-pitch, and Meszaros singled to load the bases with 

no one out. After a couple of strikeouts, Alan Ramirez singled in Palacios, and Noel Ramirez cleared the bases with a 3-run triple. It was now 8-7 with the tying 

run on 3rd with clean-up hitter Gonzalez coming to bat. Gonzalez crushed a 1-0 pitch to deep center but Metro’s Kelly, who had just moved to center field due to 

Meyer getting hurt on the previous play, ran back toward the fence, dove, and made an amazing snow cone catch to end the game. 

Metro advances to the next round on Thursday 6/16/16 to play Mountain View, at Sunnyvale Southern’s field.

Blank game recap form available at

www. cad44.org/tournaments
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